The work environment is slender and round table. Everyone works on his own trying to improve
themselves and get better the image and experience of the brand HS, for it to become
synonymous with "human dimension" of good job and products, for a high quality design.
The human factor is a priority, partners do not have age restrictions and are chosen favoring a
strong will in achieving objectives, respect deadlines and trust in colleagues, expertise in their
ﬁeld, ability to get involved and challenged.

mission

Humana Skala is a free expression that means "human scale". The goal is to bring the scale
project on a human scale, eliminating the factor "number", focusing on quality and on the real
and speciﬁc needs of the customer, with a team of professionals who can manage and
customize big and small ideas, designed and developed "One Oﬀ", on top of each standard and
serial product.

WEB & SOCIAL
Humana Skala creates and maintains web spaces and social networks, studying the needs of the customer and the end user,
structuring a real made-to-measure project. Through many steps of design, from market analysis to the real drawing, it guides the
customer in a growth process of its corporate image, to get closer to their users and expand his catchment area. A series of
competences in the ﬁelds of programming, graphics, design, ergonomics, marketing and information technology allow to fulﬁll the
demands of the most demanding customers.
The creation and management of corporate or private websites are followed, even for smaller projects, with deadlines and speciﬁc
objectives, regulated by contracts that deﬁne the features. Each work is unique, as a total custom product, built and operated side by
side with the client right from the ﬁrst ideas. Products are not presented as "turnkey" solutions to marry or refuse, but is established a
report of customer participation, which is stimulated to provide any insights and information required to attain a quality result, being
himself the ﬁrst beneﬁciary of the project.

Website & Blog
Portals
On-line catalogs
Responsive & Mobile
WebApp



SEO

Social NETWORK

Website analysis
Structure optimization
Contents corrections
Analytics strategy
ADV campaign for charts

Social proﬁle branding
Social management
Channels optimization
Social App creation
Social Media Marketing



Give advice on and work with professional
equipment and tools, requires much
experience and ability of objective
assessment.
Learn about the variety of media,
communication techniques, the life
expectancy of the material and their costs, their
maintenance, are aspects that can make the
diﬀerence between a poor and a high-level job.
Humana Skala aims to realize multimedia
products and services of various kinds, with
advanced technological media and, where
required, to teach how to use them.

multimedia

The latest technology is not suﬀicient to satisfy
all claims of people looking for products and
services of quality. Need to know how and when
to use it.

photography

video







Editing & Video
shooting
on-board video,
sub, night views,
aerial views.



engineering

MOBILE app

2D & 3D projects,
animations, vectorial
draw, projections,
augmented reality,
render, mapping.

Design, creation,
Iphone, Ipad, Android
solutions, responsive,
modular & Web App.

database

layout

Database creation,
digital catalogs with
Access or Excel
management, cloud
conﬁguration.



equipment



Studio photography
services & External
shooting, events,
fashion, motosport,
concerts, products.

Multimedial support
and devices, systems
integrator.

Multimedial interface
projects, interactive
layouts, management
software.

memory



Creation & burn of CD,
DVD, BluRay, custom
USB key, memory
cards, hard disk
backup conﬁguration.

standard SHEETS
The graphical approach of a non-designer tends to be "belly", emotional, he paints and
imagines lines, shapes, colors and simple construction techniques, to its scope. Although
good at drawing, is often unfamiliar with the processes and printing issues and many some of
the tools needed to realize his idea, he is unable to estimate time and cost.
The designer, especially if he owns multiple notions and experiences and is not
superspecialized, has a broader approach, an overview, which controls all the aspects of
drawing, making the project ﬁts dozens of media and diﬀerent uses, recognizing when to time
the most suitable creative and technical process.
As a movie Director, he can takes photos, shoots video and mount them, he can draw by hand,
knows how to use well the colors and light, knows the physics, knows the audience and how
intrigue it, knows the history and respects it, knows the latest tools and when it's time to use
them.
A simple logo, is not simple, it is a communication tool that is designed and made of monolithic
policy, unassailable, unique, to diﬀerentiate themselves from the crowd and become
recognizable.
Humana Skala aims to help the client to understand the real information he wants send to
users and to ﬁnd together the best way to communicate them.

GRAPHIC
& PRINT



Creation & Print of every
layout, from visit card to big
outdoor, products or
vehicles.

HARD SUPPORTS



Paper prints, hard support
(Forex, PVC, Plexiglass,
Ecobond), fabric, ADV
banner.

merchandising



Creation & Design of
brands & Corporate Images
for companies, on internet,
on paper, for gadget &
merchandising.

PROJECT
& DESIGN
PRESENTATION

Each project that requires many skills, if well done is structured as a spiral: the ﬁrst point is an idea,
a concept, a graphic sign.
The next points (who does the work, the materials, technologies, deadlines, budget, etc.) run
circularly until go next to the ﬁrst.
And just re-beginning.



Reports, statistics,
graphics, Gantt, WBS,
Power Point
presentations,
infographics.

enginEErINg
A good designer rescan and edit each project step dozens of times, and when an appearance
changes, others are also adjusted, otherwise there's no balance and at least one of the step is
incorrect. A very good designer is able to do only a few rounds of analyses and already founds the
better solution. From micro to macro, from simple reorganization of a desk at design of a luxury
yacht, the method is always the same: analysis, goals, costs, realization. The client usually
provides the ﬁrst point, the idea or the need, from which arise solutions that go to change or
supplement the initial one.



2D & 3D projects,
animations, vectorial
draw, projections,
augmented reality,
render, mapping.

ARCHITECTURE
Humana Skala intends to remain faithful to the original, by design two-dimensional (sketches,
cad, reports), three-dimensional (3D, render, scale models) and multimedia (presentations, video,
augmented reality), leaving the customer the freedom to dream, guiding him step by step in the
advance work.



The result is a product and a service of quality, controlled in every aspect, whose successderived
from experience and the transparency of actions between Humana Skala and users of the work.
Human-centred design means giving importance to the work of the collaborators, tocustomer
needs and quality of life of all people who use the space designed, virtual or real both.

Architecture projects,
plans, sections, render,
3D, augmented reality,
topography, urbanistic
projects.

MARKETING



Marketing strategy,
branding, logo design,
communication projects,
project management.

video footage

DroneS

The Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV),
better known as "drones", represent an
innovative technology that allows
digital multispectral aerial
photogrammetric detection in civil area.



Video footage from digital
camera for inspections,
surveys, monitoring,
restauration and promotional
photo/video.

The drone is a small aircraft completely
automated, allowing the proximal and
remote sensing data acquisition in the
absence of a pilot on board.

digital images
The ﬂight can be remote controlled from
a distance in real time from a ﬁxed or
mobile station, or follow a preprogrammed ﬂight, set using special
software.



Digital images from camera
calibrated for surveys, 3D
modeling and render of
artifacts and thematic
cartography with
photogrammetry.

Sleeps aboard diﬀerent types of
sensors, such as GPS, accelerometers,
gyroscopes, ultrasound, and diﬀerent
types of cameras.
Their integration allows to automatically
perform a preprogrammed ﬂight on
cartographic base or, if required, to
maintain precisely its position for as
long as necessary.

multispectral img



Multispectral images (e.g.
infrared) for precision
agriculture and energy
eﬀiciency of buildings
(control of heat loss or
shadows path).

The GPS positioning system and onboard sensors can also counteract the
action of the wind, thus improving the
stability of the device and consequently
the quality of job.

topography



2D & 3D mapping, aerial
surveys, charts, infographics,
geographic info & maps.

As part of the general activity of HS, we provide commercial consultancy that allow us to analyze
the real possibilities of the client's business, satisfying its needs.
Depending on the type of business required or proposed (from real estate, opening of business or
moving abroad, import-export and other) we are able to guide the investor in the legal, ﬁscal,
logistical, bureaucratic and technical aspects that requiring multi-disciplinary skills.
Each process is customized: often are needed particular tools and various skills to complete the
path that leads to closing a deal.
Humana Skala is able to support the customer in all phases of investment, from initial analysis to
implementation.

FISCAL CONSULTING

legal Consulting
Contracts,
documents checking,
civil law assistance.





Tax advices,
ﬁnancial,
accounting,
convenience.

BuSiNESS CONSULTING

TECHNICAL CONSULTING

Markenting, real estate,
import/export,
commercial activities,
business travels,
b2b.

Architecture,
engeneering,
graphics,
surveys,
web.

BUSINESS CONSULTING

HUMANA SKALA tEaM

Stefano
Pellegrini

ANDrea
NASCETTI

Davide
Arrivabene

CATERINA
de castro

CEO & Project Manager
2D, 3D Models & Render
Marketing strategy
Architecture projects

Web Designer
Multimedia
Graphic Designer
Photographer

Web Consultant
Mobile applications
Software engineer

Legal counsel
Contracts writer
Front oﬀice


Valentina
Russo

MICHELE
ZAVOLI

ALESSANDRO
GREGUOLDO

MARINA
VALENZI

Drone pilot
Aerial shooting
Topography
Civil engineer

Project consultant
Architecture designer
VFX production
2D, 3D modeler

Graphic designer
3D modeler & rendering
Post-production
Photographer

Business accountant
Fiscal advisor
Commercial
Real Etate agent

info@humanaskala.com
www.humanaskala.com

